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A knot is an embedding of a circle in a 3-dimensional Euclidean space; a knotoid is the projection of a
knot with open ends (so a projection of an embedding of an interval). We can look at the equivalence
of knotoids in the same way as we look at equivalence of knot diagrams but performing the equivalence
moves away from the open ends. Two knots are said to be knotoid equivalent if there is a knotoid whose
closure by an arc over the top of the diagram is one of the knots and whose closure by an arc under the
diagram is the other. An interesting open question was to determine which pairs of knots were knotoid
equivalent. The authors use a sequence of clever moves to prove the new result that in fact every pair of
knots are knotoid equivalent. Their method makes use of knotoids with a high number of crossings, which
generates some interesting open problems.

Response
We had so much fun writing this paper! The story of how the paper came about is almost as interesting as
the results themselves. It involves one faculty member asking another to treat them like an undergraduate
researcher so they could work on a project together, despite the fact that they work in different research
areas. Another collaborator joined the duo because working on the team sounded like a fun avenue for
thinking about some new problems. Finally, a fourth (surprise!) collaborator went from being an anonymous referee to being an essential member of the team.
We are still in awe that this unlikely sequence of events allowed us to complete this joint project. Most
of all, we are grateful to Susan Colley, Editor of the Monthly, for being such a wonderful steward of this
paper, to our referees who gave us useful feedback and encouragement, and to those who decided to honor
us with this award.
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